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PREF/VCE 
PREFACE 
The present work revolves around the celebrated Banach 
contraction principle and some of its generalizations which 
are most significant and find extensive applications in the 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of linear and non-
linear algebraic and transcendental equations, solutions of 
initial and boundary value problems for ordinary and partial 
differential equations and the solution of integral equations. 
By a fixed point we shall understand a statement which asserts 
that under certain conditions (on the mapping T and on the 
space X) a mapping T of X into itself admits one or more fixed 
points. 
Apart from the applications included in the present 
work, the fixed point theory also finds application in other 
disciplines such as the theory of non-linear oscillations, 
fluid flow, approximation theory and economic theories. 
The present dissertation comprises four chapters and 
each chapter consists of various sections which are numbered 
in the order in which they occur in the text. Each chapter 
begins with a brief introduction to its contents. 
In Chapter-I, we give a brief account of the historical 
development of the subject, preliminary concepts and some 
vii 
important results which are useful in the later part of the 
work. This chapter is mainly aimed at making the present text 
as self-contained as possible. 
Chapter-II is devoted to the study of some fixed point 
theorems in certain Banach spaces. The results included here 
find useful applications for the approximation of the fixed 
points of certain non-linear mappings, the fixed points so 
obtained may be regarded as the solution of non-linear algebraic 
and transcendental equations. In Section 2.4 some results on 
uniformly convex Banach spaces have been included. In Section 2.5 
some fixed points results for discontinuous operators have been 
studied. 
In Chapter-Ill we have attempted to study those fixed 
point results which are useful for the study of the existence 
and uniqueness of ordinary differential equations. Section 3,1 
has a brief introduction to its contents. In Section 3.2 the 
existence theorems for the solution of ordinary differential 
equations are studied which are nice applications of Banach 
contraction principle. Section 3.3 consists of some results 
for the existence of periodic solution of non-linear equation. 
Finally, in Section 3.4 the solution of two point boundary value 
problem has been studied as an application. 
In Chapter-IV we have intended to give some application 
of fixed point theorems to obtain the solution of integral 
Vlll 
equations. Section 4.1 is, as usual has a brief introduction 
to the contents. In Section 4.2 and 4.3 some applications to 
the solution of non-linear and homogeneous nonlinear integral 
equations are included. In the last Section 4.4 some results 
related to the existence of non zero solution of integral 
equations are given. 
In the end, a bibliography which can by no means be 
regarded exhaustive, is given which contains only those books 
and papers which have been referred in this exposition. 
I 
PREL.II\/IIIM/\.RIES 
CHAPTER - I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Ltt T b« mapping of set X Into itself. An element 
x6X is said to be a fixed point of the mapping T if 
Tx = X. By a fixed point theorem we shall understand a 
statement which asserts that under certain conditions (on the 
mapping T and on the space X) a mapping T of X into 
itself admits one or more fixed points. 
Fixed point theory is an important area in the fast 
growing fields of non-linear analysis and non-linear operators. 
It is relatively young but fully developed area for research. 
The study of the existence of fixed points falls within several 
domains such as: classical analysis, functional analysis, 
operator theory, topology and algebraic topology. Fixed point 
theorems have found fruitful applications in various areas viz, 
the theory of non-linear oscillations, fluid flow, approximation 
theory, chemical reactions, steady state temperature distribution 
: 2 : 
economic theories initial and boundary value problems for 
ordinary and partial differential equations and integral 
equations. For details one can refer to Amman [2], Collatz [24], 
Karamardian [42], Martin [56], Smart [76], Ko«re [58] etc. 
Brouwer [9] was the first to prove a fixed point 
theorem which states that a continuous mapping of a closed 
unit ball of n-dimensional Euclidean space has atleast one 
fixed point. Several proofs of this basic result can be 
found in the existing literature. 
It was Alextndroff and Hopf [l] who, for the first 
time proved Brouwer's fixed point theorem by using the tools 
from algebraic topology while Birkhoff and Kellogg [4], 
Dunford and Schwartz [28] used classical methods of analysis 
to prove the same theorem. Theorems confined to the subsapces 
n 
of R are not of much immediate use in functional analysis 
where one is generally concerned with infinite dimensional 
subsets of some function spaces. 
• 1 • 
So«e seventy year* ago, Birkhoff and Kellog [4] were 
the pioneereto obtain the firtt infinite di«en$ional fixed 
point theoreiB. In fact, they used Brouwer't fixed point 
theorem to prove existence theorems in the theory of 
differential equations in 1922. Afterwards Schauder [72,73] 
generalized Brouwer's fixed point theorem to the case where 
X is a compact convex subset of a normed linear space. 
Later on, this theorem was extended to locally convex topolo-
gical vector spaces by Tychonoff [79] 
1.2 FIXED POINT PROPERTY 
A topological space X is said to have the fixed point 
property if for every continuous mapping T from X into 
itself, there exists a point x6X such that Tx = x. 
The fixed point property is a topological property. 
It is expected that a set with fixed point property should be 
compact and contractible. Any set lacking one of these 
properties will usually leave a mapping with no fixed point. 
and 
Real line/circle are the examples which do not have the fixed 
point property while the unit interval [0,l] has the fixed point 
* 4 • 
property. For further details one is be ref»*rrei 
to 
^art [76]. However, Kinoshita [44] gave an example to 
show that the conditions of coBpactness and contractibility 
are neither necessary nor sufficient for a space to have the 
fixed point property. 
1.3 BANACH CONTRACTION MAPPING AND ITS GENERALIZATION 
Another fundamental result after Brouwer*s fixed 
point theorem was given by S. Banach in 1922 which is known 
as Banach contraction mapping theorem. Indeed, this is the 
most celebrated result of fixed point theory. Banach [3] 
obtained a fixed point theorem for contraction mapping and 
proved a fixed point theorem for such mappings. 
In recent years Kannan [39,40], Husain and Sehgal [38] 
and Caristi [20] have considered several generalizations of 
contraction mapping. 
The following constructive fixed point theorem was 
proved by Banach [3] and is known as Banach contraction 
principle. 
A mapping T from a metric space (X,d) into itself 
is called:* 
(a) Lipschitz if d(Tx,Ty) £ Kd(x,y) for all x,yeX 
and K 2 0 , and is called 
(b) Contraction if d(Tx,Ty) < Kd(x,y) for all 
x,yeX and 0 ^ K < 1 , and is called 
(c) Non-expansive if d(Tx,Ty) < d(x,y) for all 
x,y6X i.e. K = 1 . and is called 
(d) Contractive if d(Tx,Ty) < d(x,y) for all x.yeX 
Note: Contraction s=a=> contractive asss:> non-expansive *«=> 
Lipschitz, and all such mappings are continuous. 
The Banach contraction principle is stated as follows; 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let T be a contraction mapping, with Lipschitz 
constant K, of a complete metric space X into itself, then 
T has a unique fixed point xex. Moreover, if x is an 
arbitrary point in X, and [x ( is defined by x 
(n = 0,1,2,....) then lim x„ « x and d(x„,x) < 1 ^ d(xi,x^). 
n—><>• " n - i-N i. 0 
- T 
n+1 x« 
n " 
: 6 : 
This theorem is very significant, simple and its 
proof does not require much topological background. Ve use 
the contraction mapping theorem to establish the existence-
uniqueness theorem for ordinary non-linear differential 
equations. For various other applications of the contraction 
mapping theorem one is referred to Kolmogorov and Fomin [47], 
Since then many generalizations of the Banach's result 
have appeared^ Chu and Diaz [23] and Bryant [19] observed 
this Lemma: 
Lemma 1.3.2. Let T be a continuous mapping of a complete 
n 
metric space X into itself such that T is a contraction 
mapping of X for some positive integer n, then T has 
a unique fixed point. 
The continuity condition of T in Lemma (1.3.2) is 
not necessary. 
Lemma 1.3.3. Let T be a mapping of a complete metric 
n 
space X into itself such that T is a contraction 
• 7 • 
napping of X for some positive integer n, then T has 
a unique fixed point. 
The converse of Leinma(l.3,3) may not true. Rakotch 
[67] and Boyd and Wong [8] have attempted to generalize the 
Banach's result by replacing the Lipschitz constant K by 
some real valued functions whose values lie in [0,1). In order 
to accomodate a variety of continuous and discontinuous 
functions, attempts were made to replace the contractive 
condition by some more general mapping condition. Recently^ 
Rhoades [69,70] made a systematic study and compared the 
various contractive conditions scattered in the literature. 
It does not seem possible to record all the contractive 
definitions which are scattered throughout the literature. 
Here we opt to mention a few which guarantee a unique fixed 
point of a mapping T from complete metric space X into 
itself. 
(i) Hardy and Rogers [37] 
d(Tx,Ty) < a^ d(x,Tx) + a^ d(y,Ty) + a3 d(x,Ty) 
+ a. d(y,Tx) + a^ ^ d(x,y) 
for all x,yex, a. 2 0 (i * 1,2,3,4,5), I a, < 1. 
i=l ^ 
: 8 
( i i ) Khan [43] 
1/2 
d(Tx,Ty) < h [d(x,Tx) d(y,Ty)] 
for a l l x ,yeX and 0 <. h < 1. 
(iii) P_elbo_S£p_ [26] 
d(Tx,Ty) < g(d(x,y), d(x,Tx), d{y,Ty)) 
3 
wrhere g : R > R is a continuous function 
having the properties (a) g(l,l,l) = h < 1 and 
(b) for u,v 2 0 such that either u < g(u,v,v) or 
u < g(v,u,v) or u £ g(v,v,u) then u < hv, 
(iv) Husain - Sehgal [38] 
d(Tx,Ty) < <t)(d(x,y), d(x,Tx), d(y,Ty). d(x,Ty), d(y,Tx)). 
5 
where 0 : R > R i s an upper semi-continuous 
function from the r igh t and non-decreasing in a l l the 
coordinate var iab les such that 
4 ) ( t , t , t , a t , b t ) < t where a,b 2 0, a+b £ k (a constant) 
(v) Reich [68] 
d(Tx,Ty) < a^ d(x,Tx) + a^ d(y,Ty) + 33 d(x,y) 
for all x,yeX, a^ >_ 0 (i = 1,2,3) and a^+aj+ag < 1, 
: 9 : 
1.4 NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS 
The first fixed point theorems of a general nature for 
nonlinear nonexpansive mappings in noncompact settings were 
proved by Browder [12] and Gohde [34] independently. They 
proved that a nonexpansive self mapping of a bounded closed 
convex subset K of a uniformly convex Banach space X has 
a fixed point. Later on, Kirk [45,46] proved the same result 
under week assumptions that the space X is reflexive and K 
is bounded, closedconvex subset of X. Other recent works 
include Browder [10,14] dealing with the relationship of 
nonexpansive mapping to the theory of monotone operators in 
Hilbert space and, in more general setting to the theory of 
Jnnonotone operators and accretive operators. Theorems for 
approximation of fixed points using iterative techniques for 
general nonexpansive mapping are given by Browder and Petryshyn 
[17,18], Senter and Datson, Jr [74], weak convergence of 
successive approximations is dealt by Opial [64], The genera-
lizations of nonexpansive mappings have been dealt by 
;; 10 : 
Kannan [41] , Wong [82] , Geobel, Kirk and Shimni [ 3 3 ] . 
Here we opt to mention some resul ts which a r e re leven t 
to the contents of the present work. 
Definition 1«4.1 . Let X be a Banach space, K a c losed , 
bounded convex subset of X» Let T : K —>K Then T i s 
said to be nonexpansive mapping; if for a l l x,yQK we have 
II Tx - T y j l l I I X - Y I I . 
Lemma 1.4,2. (Browder [12] and Browder-Petryshyn [17]). 
Let H be a Hilbert space and K is a closed^ convex and 
bounded subset of H, If T : K — > K is non-expansive 
mapping then T has a fixed point. 
Lemna 1.4.3. Let X be a normed linear space, suppose 
K is nonempty, closed, convex subset of X, and T is 0. 
continuous mapping of K into itself such that f(K) is 
relatively compact in X, then T has a fixed point. 
1.5 SEQUENCE OF CONTRACTIONS AND FIXED POINTS 
The first theorem regarding the continuity of fixed 
: 11 : 
points of contraction mappings was proved by Bonsai [7], 
subsequently Nadler, Jr. [60] obtained results concerning 
sequence of contraction mappings. The behaviour of the 
fixed points of set-valued mappings has been considered by 
Nadler;Jr, [61] and Markin [54,55]. Both established conditions 
implying the strong convergence of the fixed points of a 
sequence of set-valued contractions. A similar result 
concerning the weak convergence of the fixed points of set 
valued nonexpansive mappings in a Banach space was obtained 
by Markin [55] who used it to obtain a stability result for 
generalized differential equations. 
Lemma 1.5.1 (Bonsal [7]). 
Let (X,d) is a complete metric space, and let T 
and T (n = 1,2,...,) be contraction mappings of X into 
itself with the Lipschitz constant K < 1, and with fixed 
points X and x respectively. Suppose that lim T x = Tx 
n—J>o. ^ 
for every x e x . Then lim x„ s x. 
n - X . " 
Lemma 1.5.2. Let (X,d) be a metric space, let T^ : X ^X 
: 12 : 
be a mapping with at least one fixed point x^, for each 
i = 1,2,.... and let T : X •>X be a contraction mapping 
with fixed point x , if the sequence IT^ j converges 
uniformly to T , then the sequence t x. ^  converges to x . 
Lemma 1.5.3. Let (X,d) be a locally compact metric space. 
Let T^ t X —*>X be a contraction mapping with fixed point 
X4 for each i = 1,2, Let T : X — > X be a contra-
ction mapping with fixed point x , if the sequence JT^ I is 
equicontinuous and converges pointwise to T , then the 
0 
sequence | x^| converges to x . 
Definition 1.5.4. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, 
A mapping T : X — > X is said to be generalized Kannan-Reich 
type if 
cl(Tx,Ty) < a^ d(Tx,x) + a^ d(Ty,y) + a^ d(Tx,y) 
+ a^ d(Ty,x) + a^ d(x,y) 
for a l l x,yeX where a^ >. 0 (1 = 1,2,3,4,5) 
such that a^ + 82 + a^ + a^ + a^ < 1 
(Here aj^  = 82 and a^ = a^ by symmetry). 
: 13 : 
Definition 1,5,5, Let K be a convex subset of a normed 
linear space X and let T be a self mapping of K, T is 
said to be affine mapping if 
T(ax + (l-a)y) = a Tx + (l-a)Ty for all x,yGK, 0 < a < 1, 
Definition 1,5,6, A family of Linear mappings on a normed 
linear space X is said to be equicontinuous on a subset 
K of X if for every neighbourhood V of the origin in 
X, there is a neighbourhood U of the origin in X such that 
if x,y6K and x-yeU then T(x-y)eV for all T belonging 
to a family of affine mappings. 
Lemma 1,5,7, Let K be a subset of C(X) where X is 
a compact metric space. If K is pointwise bounded on X 
and is equicontinuous at every xeX. Then K is uniformly 
bounded. In fact it is totally bounded in the submetric on 
C(X), Where G(X) is the set of all real-valued continuous 
functions on X. 
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Al'l'UUXJMAI lUN 01- LlNbAU AND NUN-l.lNr.All UPl llATUHS IN FIXII) 
POINTS FORM 
2 , 1 INTRODUCTION 
Lot K bo i\ c l o c o d convex r .ubsol of a B.uioch r.pac(' X 
.iruj T : K -~> K bo ,i »)on*>xp.:inGivo -ind l o t T\ a T^T « ( 1 - A ) 1, 
where /^P.(0,1) and I donotos the idontity niapr on K. A 
number of nuUiorfi Jike lirowder [15, 16j, Diaz and Metcalf [27], 
EdeJstein [30], Krnr.noGelr^kii [ 1 B ] , Outlaw [65], Petryshyn [66] 
Schaefor [71], Thele [/Bj have explored conditions under which 
n , 
the sequence of i t e r a t ;,os j T (x) , or the sequence 
n 1 
T^  (x)] 
convfraoR stronqJy or weakly to fixod points of T for all 
X F- K, 
After t h a t K.innan [41J obta ined (u r t t t e r r e s u l t s for 
a cl.TKr, of mappinqf; nat i r . fyinq the c o n d i t i o n s 
| | T x » ^ T y | | < | | | | x ^ T x | | + i | y - T y | | j ; x , y 6 K. . . . ( 9 . 1 . 1 ) 
which i s n e i t h e r weaker nor s t r onqo r than the nonexpansive t y p e . 
: 15 : 
A general fixed point theorem in unifomly convex 
spaces has been proved by Goebel, Kirk and Shi»i [33] which 
states 
Theorem 2.1»1. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, K 
a nonempty bounded closed and convex subset of X, and 
T : K — » K a continuous mapping satisfying 
11 Tx-Tylj < a^ || x-y|| + a^ || x-Tx|| + a^ || y-Tyi| 
+ a^ l|x-Ty||+ a^ || y-Tx|| ... (2.1.2) 
5 
where a^  > 0 and E a. < 1 for x^yeK, 
^ " i=l ^ ' 
then T has a fixed point in K. 
Of course condition (2.1.2) includes both non-expansive 
and Kannan-type mappings. 
In section 2.2 we have included certain necessary definitions 
which will be needed in the subsequent sections. 
In section 2.3 sc«e results due to Shimi [75] are included 
which concern with the approximation of fixed point of certain 
classes of nonlinear mappings. 
16 : 
In section 2.4 some results connected with the approximation 
of fixed point for certain classes of mapping in general 
Banach spaces have been included. 
Section 2.5 consist^-of some fixed point theorems for 
discontinuous operators. 
The results are mainly due to Nova [62]. 
2.2 CERTAIN BANACH SPACES 
Before introducing any theorem first we collect 
definitions and properties of some important Banach spaces 
which are extensively used in fixed point theory. 
Definition 2.2.1. The modulus of convexity of a Banach space 
X is a function £ : (0,2] — > (0,1] defined by 
S( e) « inf. [l - ^ i|x+y|| : x.y€X, 11 x| | « |1 y j| * 1, 
llx.yll > e j . 
It is well known [Example Schaefer [71]] that the 
inequalities |1 x|| < d, || y|| < d, || x-y|| > c 
imply 
: 17 : 
J lix+y|l < (1 - S(|))d. 
Moreover, if X is uniformly convex in the sense of 
Clarkson [22] then ^ is strictly increasing, lim ^ ( e) = 0 
and %{2) - 1, Denoting the inverse of S by n , we note 
that lim n (h) = 0. 
h—>0 
Geometrically speaking , X is uniformly convex if for 
any two points x and y on the unit sphere, the mid point 
of segment joining x and y can be close to but not on 
that sphere, only if x and y are sufficiently close to 
each other. 
Definition 2.2*2. A space X i s said to be uniformly convex 
iff given e > 0, there ex i s t s a <^  ( c ) > 0 such that 
1 1 ^ II l l - S ( t ) whenever i | x - y | | 2 e a n d || x | | « j | y | | = l . 
We also note tha t by interchanging x and y condition (2 .1 .2 ) 
can be wri t ten a s : 
| |Tx-Ty| |< a | | x - y | | + b [ll x -Tx | |+ | | y-Tylij + c [|| x-TyU+lJ y-Tx| | 
where a+2b+2c <. 1 and a ,b ,c >^  0 . 
: 18 : 
2.3 APPROXIMATION OF FIXED POIKI OF CERTAIN NON-LINEAR 
MAPPINGS 
The following results have been obtained by Shimi [75], 
Theorem 2.3»1« Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, 
K a non-empty bounded and convex subset of X. Suppose T 
is a continuous mapping of K into a compact subset of K 
such that 
l|Tx-Ty||< a||x.y||+b[l|x.Tx||+ ||y-Ty||| + c [|| x-Ty|| + 
lly-Tx||j ; x,y6K 
where a+2b-»-2c < 1 and a,b,c >^  0. Let x be an arbitrary 
point of K. Then the sequence j x^ i defined by 
'^ n+l * ^n "*" ^'^ n ( » " * 0,1,2,.... converges to a fixed 
point of T, 
Proof. In Theorem (2.1.1) we have seen that under the 
assumption of this Theorem the set F of fixed points of 
T is non-empty. 
Now, if y 6 F then 
I I V l - y | l = lls^-n + Tx^). § ( y + Ty)|| 
< 5 Il^n-Vll + 5 l lTXn-Tyl l . 
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But 
II Tx^-Ty|| < a 1| x„-y|| + b |^ || x^-TxJi * || y.Ty|| | + 
c [ l l x„ -Ty | l+ a y - T x „ l l | 
< a II x^-y|U H [ll x^-yll + II Ty-Txjj ^ 
+ cjl|x^.y||+ llTy.TxJlj. 
Therefore ( l -b-c) l| Tx^-Ty|| 1 (a+b+c) || x^.-y|| . 
and since a+2b+2c<l, this implies f r ^ < 1. 
— 1-D-C "" 
Then we have 
II T«„-fYii i f ^ i ivwi< I IVYI I 
Thus for a l l y e-F and n « 0 , 1 , 2 , . , . . we have 
l | x ^ ^ i - Y | | < | | |x^.y | | + ^ | | x^-y | |= || x^-y|| . . . (2 .3 .1) 
Case (1); Suppose that there exist an e > 0 and a positive 
integer N such that 
Xn-TXy^ll>e for all n > N ...(2.3.2) 
Then || (Xn-y)-(TXj^.Ty)|| > e for all n > N and all 
y £F. 
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Now since the space X is unifonnly convex there exists a 
number S where 0 < ^ < 1 such that 
|{5[(x„-y) + (Tx^-Ty)]||< (1-S) 1| x„-y|| 
that is Il5(x„+Tx^) - 5 (y+Ty)||< (l-S) || x„-y|| , thus 
II V l - y | l ^ ^^-^^ II x„-y||- Till x^-y||, where 1 - § . T I < 1 , 
n 
Therefore jj x^-y|| < n || x^-y|| , n = 1,2,3, 
• • • • 
Hence lim II x -y|| = 0, i.e. x^ — > y as n —>«>• 
n—>«» 
and the theorem is proved, we note that if the inequality 
(2.3.2) holds then T has a unique fixed point, since )x > 
converges to at most one point. 
Case 2; Suppose the inequality (2.3.2) does not hold. Then 
there exists subsequence \ x^ I of ) x^ ( such that 
n 
lim (x -T(x )) » 0, and since T maps K into a compact 
k—J>« "k "k 
subset of K, this implies that there exists a subsequence 
*n f °^ p n ( ®"^^ ^^^^ L^^^'n ^ converges to a point 
u in K as k — > - . Therefore lim (x* -T(x* ) = 0 and 
: 21 : 
hence x 
n, 
u as k >««•. This implies lira x^ =u= 
lim T(x_ ). But T is continuous, hence u = Tu. Now 
since H^n+l""'^- II'^ n""!^  » " * i»2,... from (2.3.1), and 
since lim || x -ujj » 0, then lim || x^""!! * ^  ^^^ ^ ^® 
k — > m ^ n-~> o» 
theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.3,1 . If b ?i 0 in theorem (2.3.2), the condition 
that T maps K into a compact subset of K can be dispensed 
with. 
Proof. Let J x L te the subsequence introduced in case 2 
in the last proof, then 
l|T(x„^)-T(x„^)||<a||x„^-x„^||.b[||,„^.T(x„^)l| 
H|x„^-T(x„^)||j -{llvT(x„j)|l*||T(x„^)-x„^l| 
*''(iiv'V"*"S''N": 
*ll''nt-T(''„i)ll}-
: 22 : 
< ( a ^ b . c ) [ i | x -T(x ) 1 | . ||x„^-T(x^^)li 
+ (a+2c) | | T ( x ) -T(x )|| 
J 
or, ( l -a-2c) |lT(x^ )-T{x )1| <(a+b-hc)[l| x .T(x ) | | + 
Since a+2b+2c < 1 «=» 2b < l -a-2c, since b > 0 •«> l-a-2c>0. 
Then II T(x )-T(x ) | | < ( f ± | i | j ) f || T(x )-x„ |1 . | | T(« )-x„^ll 
Therefore || T(x )-T(Xj^ ) i | — > 0 as K , ( — ^ o , . 
k ' 
Hence j T(x )i is Cauchy, so it converges. The rest of 
the proof is the same as that of case 2 in the theorem. 
The following result shows that the continuity of T 
can be spared in Theorem (2.3,2) if the existence of a fixed 
point of T is guaranteed. 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let K be a non-empty bounded, closed and 
convex subset of a uniformly convex space X, and let 
T : K — > K map K into a compact set, and suppose 
l|T(x)-T(y)||< a||x.y||+b[||x.Txli4- || y.Ty|| 
] \ x-Ty|| + II y-TxIlj + c , Ij yJI  | | y - | | l , x.yGK 
: 23 : 
where a+2b+2c<.l, Then if T has a fixed point, for any 
element x in X, the sequenced x^V defined by 
X -^ Tx '- -^ 
X . « - " s — " , n = 0,1,2,,.. converges to a fixed point 
of T. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of 
Theorem 2.3,2, except in case 2, where we have used the 
fact that T is continuous. Here we introduce a different 
argument to reach the same conclusion as that of case 2. 
Suppose inequality (2.3.2) does not hold^ Then 
there exists a subsequence \ x l of ] x_C such that 
lim (x^ -T(x„ )) = 0. ... (2.3.3) 
k—>« "k "k 
But since T maps K into a compact subset of K, we can 
assume that the sequence i T(x ) ;. converges to a point u 
( "k j 
in K as b—»», Hence from (2.3.3) we have 
lim x = u « lim T(x ). 
k-H>- "k k—»« "k 
Now since 
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11 T{x^^).T(u) II < a II x^^-ull + k ^\\ \'''^^\)\\ + II "-T(") 11} 
I k k k 
l | u . T ( x ) | | 'J. 
Or 
( l - c ) ||T(x )-T(u) | |< a | | x - u | | 4 (b+c)| |x -T(x ) | | 
"k "k '^ k "k 
+ b II u-T(u)|| + c II u-T(x ) 
"k 
take the limit in both s ides as ^ —><», 
lim ( l -c) | |T(x ) . T ( u ) | l < l i m [a|| x^ -u||+(b^-c)| | x -T(x ) l| 
+ b l lu-T{u) | | + c | |u-T(x ) | | ] , 
k 
which yields 
lim |lT(x ) -T(u) | |< j § ^ llu-T(u)| | . 
This implies - ^ ^ || u-T(u)|| < 0 (as lim T(x ) « u ) . 
®"* ^II§^ ^ ^ 1 1 ^ > ^ (since a+2b+2c < 1) and we must have 
u-T(u)|| - 0 i . e . , u « T(u). Since || x^^^-u|| < | | x^-u|| , 
: 25 : 
n = 1,2,...., and since lim || x -ujj « 0, then 
lim |{ X -u|| * 0 and the theorem is proved. 
2.4 APPROXIMATION OF FIXED POINT FOR CERTAIN MAPPINGS IN 
6EWEftAL bANACH SPACES 
We conclude this chapter of fixed points for mappinf 
satisfying conditions (2,1.2) of Theorem (2,1.1) in general 
Banach spaces. The results are essentially due to Shimi [75] 
Theorem 2.4.1. Let X be a Banach space and x^ an 
•" • ' o 
arbitrary points of X. Let T be a mapping of X into 
i tse l f such that for x,y6X 
II Tx.Tyll < a || x.y|| + b [|| x-Tx|| + || y.Ty|| | f 
c jl|x.Ty|l-H Ily-Txll^, 
l-"i where a+2b+2c < I, a,b,c >, 0. If the sequence x.+ Tx^ 
defined by x^^^ ~ "2 *~ n * 0,1,2,...., converges to u, 
then u is a fixed point of T. 
Proof. Consider the operator 1^ defined as follows: 
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Then T, maps X into itself and the sequence 3 x^ I is the 
sequence of iterates of x by Tj^. 
Now for x,y6X we have, 
l|TiW-Ii(y)ll=llf+ ^ - (^  + ^ ) l l 
< 5(||X-YII* l|T(x)-T(y)|| ) 
< ^ II x-yll * I [all x-yll +b ^ || x-Tx|| + || y-Ty||] 
+c|||x-Ty|| + ||y-Tx||}] 
< i | | x - y | | . i a II x-y|| 4 b'[J-i=I^ . i ^ I i l i } 
+ § [ 2 ||x-y||+ ||x.Tx|| + lly-Tyll^ . 
Hence 
Ti(x)-T^(y)||<| (Ua+2c) II x-yll + ( b + c ) [ l l - ^ + i - i ^ j 
< II x-yll + (b+c) [||x-T^x||+ l ly-Vl |3 
< l|x-y|| + | [ | | x - v | | + l | y - V l | ] 
It follows that for n = 1,2,..*. 
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i I I V " l l * 5 n i x „ - I , ( , „ ) | | + l | u -T^u | | ] 
Thus 
I I V l - T l ( " ) | l < 2 | | x „ - u | | . | | x „ - x „ , J | . | | u . x „ , J | . 
But Since l i ^ _ , „ = „. then U » J l v r t M | | . 0 . 
And since 
I I - V I I i II u - x „ , J M I V . - V I I for n = 1.2 
we have || u-TjuH = 0. Therefore u . T, (u) . H ^ l i u l 
and u = Tu. 
Theorem 9.4 .9 . T p* ( i, 7 k« -
- t£t i-et ^u^ j be a sequence of elements in 
Banach space X and l e t ( v T K« 
ana l e t |^v^ j be a sequence of solutions 
)c-Tx « u„, n = 1,2, vvhere T is a mapping of X in to 
i t s e l f sa t is fying for x , y e X , 
l | T x . T y | | < a II x .y | | . b [ | | x.Tx|| . | | y.Ty|| j . 
<= [ l | x -Ty | |+ | | y - T x | | j , 
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where a+2b+2c < 1, a,c 2 0, b > 0, Then if || u ^ H — > 0 as 
n >o., the sequence \v V converges to the solution of the 
equation x » Tx« 
Proof. Observe that 
II V ^ B I I ^ II ^ -•^''nll * II ^ ^n-^^.ll * II ^\-''J 
< l l u „ l l * l l " „ l l - a l | v „ - v j + b l|Vn-T(v„)ll 
Hence ( l -a -2e) |1 v^ -v^ H^ < (l+b+c) [ || u„i| + || u^ H^ ] and 
) V V i s a Cauchy sequence, so i t converges, say to v. Also 
l lv-Tv| |< | l v . v j | + l |v^-T(v„)| |+ llT(v^).Tv|| 
so that 
l|v-Tvll<^i|i2c | | , . , J | , l i b ± | |,„_ |^| „ , i , 2 , 
Hence v = Tv. 
2.5 FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR SOME DISCONTINUOUS OPERATORS 
Now we shall prove some fixed point theorems for 
: 29 : 
operators T defined on a subset K of a Banach space X 
that satisfy the inequality 
II Tx-Tyll < a || x-y|l + b [i | x-TxH + || y»Ty|| ] . 
for all x,yeK , where 0 £ a,b ^ 1 ... (2.5.1) 
These results have been obtained by Nova [62]. 
Definition 2.5.1. Any operator T satisfying condition 
(2.5.1) will be said to belong to class D(a,b). 
Obviously a contraction operator is in class D(i<,0) with 
0 < k < 1. 
Note that any operator T is in D(l,l), since by triangle 
inequalities: 
II Tx-Tyll < ||Tx.x||+ jj x-y|| + t| y-Ty|l . 
If we carefully examine the statement and proof of 
Banach's contraction Principle (see for example Kreyszig 
[52, pp. 300-302] we observe that the main conclusion are: 
(i) There exists a unique fixed point. 
(ii) A contraction mapping is an asymptotically regular 
: 30 : 
operator for any point, that is, 
n-1 n 
jl T x-Tx||—>0, as n — > « • 
n 
(iii) The operator x^^ « T x^, of Picard iterates converges 
to the unique fixed point.W^ich of these conclusions hold for 
operators T in the class D(a,b) with 0 <. a,b < 1 ? 
First, observe that these classes are not empty: 
consider the discontinuous operator 
Tx 
ax 0 ^ X < 1/2 
Px ^ 1 X ^  1 
with 0 < a, p < 1, a ^ s p, Then T is in D(0,TI/(1-TI) ) 
where T^  = max (a,p) because 
X ^ (x^-Tx^) = ax^, for x^ e [O,^], 
so that 
|Tx^-Tx2| < a (x^+X2) = 11^ [ Iv'^ '^ l^l •*" •V^'^al} 
: 31 : 
The same inequality hold if x^e [1/2,1], Novw if 
^l < "^ i Xjf then 
jfj. (x^-Tx^) « ax^; - j ^ (X2-TX2) = pXj. 
and 
iTxi-Txjl < ax^+pxg < 1?^ 5 Ui-Tx^l + Ixg-Tx,,! j . 
Moreover, (i) is obvious from its graph, T has a unique 
fixed point at x = 0. 
- n n+1 i"> n+1 
(ii) i I i ( T x - T x ) = a T x £ T i x. 
for n sufficiently large, arbitrary x€[0,l], and 0 < t) < 1, 
so that T is asymptotically regular at any point, and 
(iii) ] x -T x \ converges to zero. 
How many fixed points can an operator in the class 
D(a,b), 0 < a,b < 1, have ? We shall show that the behaviour 
of the classes D(a,b) is identical whether or not b = 0. 
Leama 2.5.2. Let T be in the class D(a,b), a,b _> 0» a < 1» 
if Fj = j x€ K ; Tx = X I is not empty, then Fj consists 
: 32 : 
a single point. 
Proof» Assume that x,t i = 1,2,... are fixed points of T, 
and T lies in D(a,b), Then 
II Xi-X2l|= IJTXi-TXgll < a j| x^-X2l| 
which only holds if x, - X2. 
When does T have a fixed point ? Before answering this question 
we will need the following three interesting facts. 
Lenana 2.5»3. If T£D(a,b), a+2b < 1, then 
inf II x-Tx|| = 0 
x e K 
n 
Proof. Define x^ = T x^, with x^ an arbitrary point. Then 
"•'•'• n o 0 ' "^  
II V n ^ l l l - llTVl-T-nll 
i « II "n-l-'n 11 + " [ " '"-l'""" * " ^ "n-l-T-n H} 
so that 
(1-b) iJTx^^ .^TxJl < (a+b) II Tx„-Tx^.J| . 
Hence 
: 33 : 
and as a+2b<l, this implies j ^ < 1, 
it follows that j| x^-Tx^|| > 0 as n >• 
that is inf |( x-Tx|j = 0. 
x e K 
Let X fee a Banach space, T be a mapping X into 
itself, and x e x . The mapping T is assymptotically regular 
n+1 n 
in x if II T X - T x|| >0 as n >«•. 
Because of the definition of x in proof of 
Lenmia (2.5.3) we observe that 
n n+1 
T XQ - T ''o "^  '^ n " ^n-fl ^^ ^® '^' '^ °*» ^° ^^^* 
we have 
Lemroa 2.5.4. If T & D (a,b), a-»-2b<l, then T is asymptotically 
regular at any point. 
From Banach contraction Principle, we know that for 
T in D(a,b) the Picard iterates converges to the unique 
fixed point. Although we have not yet proved the existence 
34 : 
of a fixed point^.is there any property that a sequence of 
points j X ] in K could satisfy that would imply the 
existence of a fixed point and the convergence of that 
sequence to that point ? The following theorem answers this 
question. 
Theorem 2.5.5. Let K be a closed subset of a Banach space 
X and let T6D(a,b) with 0 < a,b < 1. Then the sequence 
) Xj^  I contained in the set K, satisfies 
lim (x^ - Tx^) = 0 ... (2.5.2) 
n—>«• 
if and only if the sequence converges to the unique fixed 
point of T. 
Proof. The condition i s necessary because 
II Tx„- Tx„|| < a II x„-x„|| + b { II x„-Tx„|| + || x^-Tx^|l] . 
< a j | l x „ - T x „ | | + | |Tx„-TxJ| + 
l |TVjl j*' ' l l lV^' 'nl l * I I V ^ l l j -
: 35 : 
Hence 
Thus, it follows from the hypothesis (2.5.2) and a > 1 
that^TXj^V is a Cauchy sequence. 
Since X is complete and K is closed subset of X, 
then there exists z £K such that 
lim Tx„ «= z 
^ V n 
n—>•• 
and since x«-Tx„ —»0 as n >«•, then x^ >z as 
n n ' n — 
n —><». 
Now, 
| | z .T2 | | < | | z - x j | + | | x ^ . T x „ | | + | |Tx^-Tz|i 
< II 2 -XJ I+ | | x ^ - T x J | + a | | x ^ - z | | + 
k>[l |2- lz | |+ l lv ' ^ ' ^n l l} (since T€D(a,b)) 
this implies 
(1-b) | | z .Tz | | < (Ua) I h - x ^ l U (l^b) | |x^-TxJ! 
and since b < 1 we have 
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II ^ -T^ll < ^ II ^ -Xnll * ^ II x„-Tx„|| 
and since x^ >z, and x^-Tx^ — > 0 as n >fl-
it follows that z is fixed point under T» 
By lemma (2.5.2) it is unique. 
For the sufficiency part of the Theorem we assume 
that there exists 2 CK such that z = Tz and 
lim x^ = z 
n—>•• 
Now 
11 Tx„-xJ| < II Tx„-T.|l + II Tz-x„|| 
< II ^-«„ll + » II V " l l * " [11 V^Xnll * II •'-^llj 
(as Ic D(apb) and z = Tz) 
(1-b) ||Tx^~x^l| < (1+a) 11 x„-z|| 
and since b < 1 we have, 
11 Tx„-x„ll < ^ II «„-^i|. 
By hypothesis, 1^ x^ -x — ^ 0 as n >«». 
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We have already seen that the Picard iterates of any 
point x 6 K satisfy equation (2.5,2), 
Hence we have proved. 
Theorem 2,5,6. Let K be a closed subset of a Banach space X, 
Let T€D(a,b) with a+2b < 1, Then T has a unique fixed 
point E in K. 
Moreover, the Picard iterates of any point x6K 
converge^ to z. 
When a+2b<l we can estimate the rate of convergence 
of the Picard iterates: 
||Tx-z|i= l|Tx-Tz,|< a 1| x-zH + b |1 x-Tx]] 
< a 11 x-z|l+ b\\\ x-z||+ llz-Txil^ 
= (a+b) II x-z| | + b | |z-Tx| 
or 
II Tx-zy < (f^) jl x.«||. 
Hence 
and a-i-b<l-b 
: 38 : 
Here is an example of an operator T in D(0,1) which 
does not have a fixed point. 
Consider the function 
X . 19 
4 * 50 
Tx 
X . 19 
5 "^  53 
if 0 £ X < 1/2 
if ^ < X < 1 w ^ X _^  1 ' 
V. 
It is enough to see the case x6[0,4), yG[l/2,l] 
|Tx-Ty| = I S J L ^ 
20 
with |x-Tx| + |y-Ty| = ^ ^ ^ • 
By analysing |5x-4y|, we observe that 
j5x-4y| < 16y-15x. 
This implies T€D(0,1) but T does not have a fixed 
point in [0,l]. 
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APPLICATIONS OF FIXED POINTS THEOREMS FOR DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
We intend to give some applications of fixed point 
theorems to obtain existence theorems for nonlinear differential 
equations. As usual in most cases the differential equations are 
transformed into an equivalent operator equations involving the 
integral operators and then appropriate fixed point theorems or 
degree theoretic method are invoked to prove the existence of 
desired solutions by recasting the operator equations into fixed 
point equations. 
For earlier works one can consult Cronion [25] and 
Marinda [59], for general references and for recent work see 
Browder [16] and Martin Jr. [56]. 
For a different approach to the existence problem in diffe-
rential equations, refer to Cesari [21]. Nussbaum [63]^ Walther[80] 
: 40 : 
deal with the applications to functional differential 
equations, and Gustafson [36] has dealt with Nodal Problems 
in differential equations and for partial differential 
equation^see Cesari [21]. 
In section 3,2 we give some theorems for the existence 
of the solution of the ordinary differential equation which 
is an application of Banach contraction principle. 
In section 3.3 we discuss some results mainly due to 
Browder [12] for the existence of periodic solutions for 
nonlinear equations of evolutions. 
In section 3.4 several miscellaneous results connected 
to the solution of two point boundary value problems are 
to 
incorporated. As an application two point boundary problem^ 
occuring in chemical reactor theory has been discussed in 
details. 
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3.2 EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR THE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
We begin with the following existence theorem for the 
ordinary differential equation. We first reduce the equation 
to Hammerstein operator equation and then existence theorem 
is obtained as an easy application of Banach's contraction 
Theorem. 
2 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let D denote an open set in R , (t ,x^)£ D. 
Let f(t,x) be a real-valued function defined and continuous 
in D, and let it satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
|f(t,xp - f(t.X2)| < M Ix^ -x^ l ; (t,x^), (t,X2)GD. 
Then there exists a ^ > 0, and a unique function 
^(t) continuous and differentiable in [t^ - x , t +'^  ] 
o 0 
such that 
(i) *(to) - \ 
(ii) x(t) » ^ >(t) satisfies the differential equation 
^ = f(t,x(t)) for t£[t - T , t +t ] ... (3.2.1) 
: 42 : 
Proof. First we prove that there exist an T > 0 and 
a unique function ^(t) continuous in [t^ - T , t^ + T ] 
such that 
t 
• ( t ) = XQ + / f(x,(t)(x))dx 
*o 
and ( t , 0 ( t ) ) 6 D . Then from the continuity of f( t , ( t)( t)) 
i t follows that 0 ( t ) i s different iable in [ t ^ -"^ *^o "*" "^  ^  
and sa t i s f i e s ( i ) and ( i i ) . 
Let B be a closeddisc of centre ( t ^ ,x„ ) with pos i t ive 
0 o "^  
radius and contained in the open set D. Let m denote the 
least upper bound of the continuous function f on the compact 
-1 
set B. Let T and "S be so chosen that 0 < t < M , the 
rectangle It-t^j ^ x , I'f-x^ ) <*S is contained in B, and 
TOT < ^  • Let E denote the set of all continuous functions 
mapping [t^-x , t^ + T ] into [x^-S , x^ + S ] . E is a 
closed subset of complete metric space Q[t - T, t +t ] 
(with unifonn norm) and is therefore complete. We define 
a mapping T(|) = Ip for (|) eE by 
: 43 : 
t 
^(t) « X. + / f(8.(t)(s))dS. 
Clearly )^(t) is continuous in [t^-T , t^ •»-t ]. Also 
t 
lV(t) - XQI = 1/ f(s,(t)(s))ds| < m |t-t^l < mr < ^ . 
^0 
Thus F maps E into itself. 
Also, IT 0^ '1 ^^\ - \^^{t) - ^2(^)1 
« |/f(s,(t)i(s))ds -;f(s,(()2(s))dsl 
< jt-t^l sup |(^i(s)-4)2(s)| 
3 e[^o-'C,V'^^ 
< ^M 11*1 - ^2^\ 
That is. ||T ti - T $211 < T M II <t)i - *2 
where T W < 1. This shows that T is a contraction 
mapping in E. By Banach contraction theorem, there exists 
a (j) such that 
T^ « $ 
: 44 : 
That is, 
t 
<|)(t) = x^ + / f(s,(t)(s))ds. 
" *0 
For results on the continuation properties of the 
solution x(t,x ) refer to Cronin [24] and Berger [6]. 
O' 
Theorem 3,2.2. If 4)„ is the solution of the differential 
• • ^ n 
equation (3.2.1) with the initial condition t^^ ^^ o^^  * ^n* 
and W I is a real sequence converging to x , then 
\ ^n\ converges to solution (j) of (3.2.1) with 0(t^) = x^ 
in E. 
Proof. Let T^ ^ be a mapping 
t 
(T^ <t>)(t) = x^ + / f(s.(t)(s))ds, (t)6E, n = 1,2,3, 
*o 
Then, 
UTn <J>)(t) - '^ ol ^ l^n - ^ol ^1^ f(s,(|)(s) )ds 
0 
< JXJ^-XQI + mx < g 
for n sufficiently large. 
: 45 : 
Also the mappings T^^ and T has the same Lipschitz constant 
tM < 1. 
Clearly lim T_V - TIJJ for each \l&E, 
n—>«• " 
Since Tfj i s cont rac t ion , there ex i s t s a unique 
fixed point (t>n of Tn. By Lemma ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) . 
We have lim (|)n « (|). 
n—^ «• 
Next we will prove the Cauchy-Peano existence theorem 
for ordinary differential equation -rr ' f(t,x(t)), x(t ) = x^ 
with the help of Schauder's fixed point theorem which 
states that a continuous mapping T of a non-empty closed 
convex subset K of a normed linear space X into a compact 
subset of K, has a fixed point in K. 
Peano proved the existence of a local solution, 
possibly nonunique, when f is continuous and bounded. 
Theorem 3.2.3. If f is continuous on a rectangle 
R «j (t,x) : |t-t^| < a, |x-x^| 1 b| , then there exists 
a solution ^ (which is continuously differentiable) of the 
: 46 : 
differential equation ^ « f(t,x(t)) on jt-t^j <, a for 
which ^(t^) =x^. 
Here a « min (a, -) and m = max jf(t,x)|. 
" (t,x)GR 
Proof* Since f(t,x) is continuous on a neighbourhood of 
(t^»x^), we can choose t > 0 such that f is continuous 
O 0 
on the rectangle It-t^l < T, and I x-x | < mi , and 
satisfies the inequality |f(t,x)j < m. Let E denote the 
Banach space C[tQ-T , t^ + T ]. Let K be the subset of 
E consisting of all continuous mappings of [t^-T ft + T ] 
into [x -mx, X +mT] clearly K is a bounded, closed and 
convex subset of E, Let T be the mapping defined on K 
t 
T(|i(t ) = x^ + / f(s,(t)(s))ds. | t - t ^ i < T . 
^o 
Then T(K)cK, a l so T(K) is equicontinuous se t s ince 
W C t ) - (T(^)(t')| < / |f(s,(t)(s))| 
t 
< m | t - t ' | V^eK. 
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As T{K) is bounded, by Lemma (1.5.7), F(K) is 
contained in a compact set. Therefore by Schauder fixed point 
theorem T has a fixed point ^ in K, that is 
t 
• (t) « X ^ + / f(s,(f){s))dS, It-t^ i <T . 
^0 
Obviously 0 is differentiable in ^t : |t-t^| <i \ 
and provides a local solution x(t) = ^ (t) of the given 
differential equation. 
n 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let D be an open subset of R , let M > 0 
be a real number, and let [ mA be a bounded sequence of 
strictly positive real numbers. For each i = 0,1,2,.... 
let fi(t,x) be a real valued continuous function defined 
on D such that |f.(t,x)j £M for all (t,x)€D, and 
|fi(t,x) - fi(t,y)| < m.|x-y| for all (t,x), (t,y)GD. 
Suppose that the sequence {fij converges pointwise on D 
to f^. 
Let T be such that 0 < m^"^  < 1 for a l l i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . 
and such that 
W = [ ( t , x ) : It-t^l < T , and ix-x^l < MT L 
: 48 : 
is asubset of D. Then the sequence wA converges 
uniformly on I « ["^ 0"'^  » o^"*" "^  ^ *° ^0' *'^ ®^ ® ^^^ ^^^^ 
i » 0,1,2,.... ^1 is the unique solution on I of the 
initial value problem. 
If - fi (t,x(t)), xCt^) = XQ. 
Proof. Let E be the set of all real valued functions defined 
on I with range lying in [x -Mr , x "»^ ] and with 
Lipschitz constant less than or equal to M. Then E, 
with supreauia norm, is a compact metric space. For each 
i s 0,1,2,... and each 0feE, define l^i^) by 
[Ti((t))3(t) = x^ + / fi(s,(t)(s))ds. 
*o 
Then T^ is a contraction mapping from E into 
itself with Lipschitz constant less than or equal to miT 
Consider 
[Ti((t))](t) - [T^((t))]{t) « / [fi{s.(t)(s)) . f^(s,(t)(s))]ds. 
^0 
for each ^ 6 E , t f e l , and i = 1 , 2 , . . . . Since the sequence 
: 49 : 
of integrals converges pointwise to zero and is uniformly 
bounded by 2M, by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, 
the sequence of integralfconverges to zero. Hence the 
sequence) T.(^ )) J converges pointwise on I to T (<()), 
that is jT.l converges pointwise on E to T . By 
LeBina (1.5.3), the sequence]^ 0^[ where ^^ is the unique 
fixed point of T^, converges to the fixed point ^^ of T 
and this fixed point is the unique solution of the given 
initial value problem. 
3.3 EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTION FOR NON>LINEAR 
EQUATION OF EVOLUTIONS 
Browder [11] has discussed the existence of 
periodic solutions for non-linear equations of evolution. 
Let H be a Hilbert space. Consider the time dependent 
nonlinear equation of evolution in H given by 
^ + A(t)x « f(t,x) ... (3.3.1) 
Where A(t) is a family of closed linear operators 
in H and f maps RxH into H. Let A(t) and f(t,x) 
: 50 : 
be periodic in t with common period p > 0. We are interested 
of 
in the existence/solution x(t) of equation (3.3.1) for t 2 0 
with period p, an integer. We make the following assumptions, 
Assumption I; (a) For each t and each pair x and y in 
H 
Re < f{t,x) - f(t,y), x-y > 1 0 ... (3.3.2) 
(b) For each t and each x in D(A(t)), where D(A(t)) is 
domain of an operators 
Re < A(t)x,x>;>.0 ^^^^ ... (3.3.3) 
We suppose that for each s in R, the homogeneous 
l i n e a r equation 
^ + A(t) x = 0 , • ( t > s) . . . (3 .3 .4 ) 
has a so lu t ion x(t) for t > s for each choice of i n i t i a l 
data x(s) = y in D(A(s)). We set X( t , s ) y = x ( t ) . I t 
follows eas i ly from Assumption 1(b) that || X ( t , s ) | | £ 1 
for each s < t . 
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Definition 3«3,I. If x : R >H is continuous in the 
strong topology, x is said to be a mild solution of equation 
+ 
(3.3.1) on R with initial value x(0) » x^, if and only if 
for each t > 0 
x(t) = X(t,0)x + / X(t,s) f(s,x(s))ds ... (3.3.5) 
0 
Assumption II: There exists a mild solution x of equation 
(3.3.1) on R for each initial value x^ in H. Browder 
[ll] has shown that Assumption II follows from Assumption I 
and the following two conditions: 
+ 
(a) f is continuous from R x H into H and maps bounded 
sets into bounded sets. 
(b) D(A(t)) = W, independent of t in R : t —>A(t)eL(W,H) 
1 • 
is of class C and D(A (t))cW. 
Theorem 3.3.2. Suppose that A(t) and f(t,x) satisfy 
Assumptions (l) and (II), and are periodic in t of period 
p > 0. Suppose that there exists r > 0 such that 
Re <f(t,x), X > < 0 for || x || « r and all t e[0,p]. 
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Then there ex i s t s an element x^ of H with 11x^11 < r 
such tha t the mild solution of 
^ + A(t)x = f ( t , x ) , t > 0 
with x(0) = x , is periodic with period p. 
o 
Proof. Let T be the mapping of B into H, which 
assigns to each x of B , the value at p of the mild 
solution x(t) of equation (3.3.1) with x(0) = x 
that is, 
P 
Tx^ a x(p) = X(P,0)x^ + / X(P,s) f(x,x(s))ds. 
0 
Each fixed point of T then corresponds to a periodic 
solution of equation (3.3.1) with period p. Since 
i dtlli^^^^ll j = - Re<A(t)x(t),x(t)> + Re<f(t,x(t)),x(t)> 
< Re <f(t,x(t)), x(t)>, 
it follows that for any value t in [0,p] for which 
: 53 : 
II x(t)|l = r, we have ^j||x(t)j|^(< 0. 
Hence, ||x(p)l|_< r, and T maps B into itself. 
If X and %^ are two elements of B and x^(t) and 
Xj^(t), the corresponding mild solutions, then we have 
k h W \(<^)'>^i^^)\\-' ^^<^i^)[\^^)'^i(^)h y^o^t)^''i^t)> 
+ Re<f(t,x^(t))-f(t,x^(t)),x^(t).x^(t)> 
< 0 
Hence || x^{p) - x^(p)|| < || x^{0) - x^{0)||, 
that is II Tx^-TxJ!< ||x^-x^l|. 
Hence by lemma (1,4.2) T has a fixed point in B and 
equation (3.3.1) has a periodic solution. 
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3.4 SOLUTION OF TWO POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let us consider the following two point boundary 
value problem: 
X (t) « f(t,x{t),x* (t)), O ^ t l T 
x(0) = a and x(T) « p. a j^  p 
The existence of a solution of this boundary value problem 
is discussed in Edward [31] following an argument of 
Boss [5], we briefly indicate the proof. 
Here f is assumed to be continuous and bounded on 
[0,T] XRXR. Transforming the above boundary value problem 
into an inteciral equation we get 
x(t) - a + i&=^ J G(t,s) f(s,x(s),x'(s))ds ... (3.4.1) 
0 
^ % ^ , 0 1 s 1 t < T 
where G(t,s) = 
t(T>s) 
» 0 < t £ s i T 
We take X = C [0,T] with norm || x | | = sup [ |x( t ) | + |x (t) | ] 
t € [ O j ] 
and define T : X —>X by 
: 55 : 
T " 
(Tx){t) = a + -^^=211 J Q(^^5) f ( s . x ( s ) , x ( s ) )d s . 
o 
I t Is easy to check that T i s continuous and T(X) 
I s re la t ive ly compact in X. By lemma (1 .4 .3 ) , T has a 
fixed |»oint in X which exactly gives the solution of 
equation (3 .4 .1 ) . For non-negative solut ion of the above two 
point value problem^where 0 £ - f ( t , u , v ) ^ a + b^( t )u , 
0 1 t £ T , u > 0 , - c » < v < » refer to Krasnoselskii [51] 
Galica and Smith [32]^Consider the following boundary value 
problem 
1 1 
X + f ( t , x ) = 0 , x(0) « x(L) = 0 . . . (3 .4 .2) 
where x and f are vector functions and f s a t i s f i e s the 
condition 
y n+ n+ 
(C) f : [ O . L ] X R —> R is continuous and f ( t , 0 ) = 0 
where 
n+ f n \ 
\ « jxGR : x^ > 0, 1 1 i < n] 
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Definition 3«4«1. Let X be a real Banach space, A se t 
K cX i s called pos i t ive cone or simply a cone i f : 
(a) K i s closed. 
(b) If u , veK , then (au •»• pv)eK for a l l a,^ £ 0 . 
(c) For every xeX, x ^ 0 at least one of the pointy 
X, -X does not belong to K. 
Theorem 3 .4 .2 . Let T : K —>K. be a continuous operator , 
that s a t i s f i e s 
( i ) There ex i s t s r > 0 and a compact continuous operator 
C : f xeK : II x| | = r ? •>K such tha t 
l l C x J U r , x 6 K , | | x i | = r 
and xeK , x =)|Tx + ( 1 - Pi) Cx, 0 < >i < 1 *=> || x H ^ r . 
( i i ) There ex is t R > 0 and a compact operator 
D : [ x e K : || x || = R J — ^ K. 
such t h a t inf || Dx|| > 0 
II XII =R 
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and Z G K , « s Tz +?»D2, 0 < ^ < - a-O llajj ^ R. 
Then T has a fixed point x feK such that 
r < llxjl < R. 
Theorem 3,4«3, (Gatica and Smith [32]) 
Assume that (C) holds and that, there exist numbers 
r and R, 0 < r < R such that 
" 2 
( i ) X + f ( t , x ) >. 0 has no C solutions 
x € K with II X 11^ = r ; 
.1 2 
( i i ) z + f ( t , z ) < 0 has no C solutions 
a € K with | | z | | ^ = R. 
Then equation (3.4.2) has a non-zero solution y€K with 
r < I I Y . I L < R . 
This i s proved by applying Theorem (3.4.2) to the operator 
L 
(Tx)(t) = / G( t , s ) f ( s , x ( s ) ) d s . 
0 
Where G( t , s ) i s the Green 's function for the boundary value 
problem ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) . 
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For s ca l a r , we take help of the following Corollary. 
/ 
Corollary 3.4.4« Assume (C) holds and x and f are 
scalar-valued. Suppose, that there exist, non»negative 
continuous functior^ (|) and IJ  defined on [0,L] and 
numbers r,R with 0 < r < R such that 
(i) f(t,x) « ^(t)x, t e[0,L],0 < X i r and 
y + 0 ( t ) y = 0 i s disconiuqate on [0,L] ( i . e . i f every 
so lu t ion y( t ) ^ 0 vanishes a t most once on [ 0 , L ] ) . 
( i i ) f ( t , x ) 2 V(t)x, t 6 [ 0 , L ] , X ^ R and z " + l|J(t)z = 0 
i s conjugate on (0 ,L) . 
Then the boundary value problem (3.4.2) has a non-zero 
so lu t ion yeK with r <. || y 11^ » 
For proof please see Gatica and Smith [32] (P .69 ) . 
Theorem 3.4 .5 Assume (C) holdjand x and f are sca la r 
valued such tha t the following are sa t i s f i ed 
( i ) y + f^ ( t , 0 ) y = 0 is disconjugate on [ 0 , L ] , 
( i i ) t he re ex i s t s an R > 0 such that z + f ( t , z ) £ 0 has no 
: 59 : 
2 
C solut ion z eK with || z | | ^ _< R.Then the boundary value 
problem (3.4.2) has a non-zero solution xeK with || x H < R. 
Proof* We use Theorem (3.4 ,2) on the operator T : K >K 
L 
defined by Tx(t) * / G ( t , s ) f ( s , x ( s ) ) d s . The operator T 
0 
is continuous. Further T(0) = 0 and T is Frechet 
differentiable in the direction of the cone at 0 with 
• L 
T (0)h ( t ) = / G( t , s ) f^(s ,0) h(s)ds . 
o 
In the Theorem ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) , take C = 0 and Dx = h 
for a l l xeJyeK : j j y | | = RJ where h^KHC [ 0 , L ] s a t i s f i e s 
h jl > R. F i r s t we show that condition ( i ) of theorem 
(3,4.2) i s s a t i s f i e d for a l l small valuer of r . 
If t h i s were fa lse then applying the fact t ha t TO = 0 
and T i s Frechet d i f fe ren t i ab le at 0 with T(0) compact 
(Krasnoselskii [51] ) , i t i s not d i f f i cu l t to show tha t there 
exis t >k G [l,<») and u€K with |j u ||= 1 such t h a t 
• L 
T (0)u * ^ u . Hence ?1 u ( t ) « / G(t ,s) f ^ ( s , 0 ) u ( s ) d s . 
0 ^ 
Different ia t ing th i s twice, we get 
u ( t )+ A f ^ ( t , 0 ) u ( t ) = 0, (u(0) = u(L} = 0) 
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Since '>^  i 1, we have A f (t,0) < f (t,0). But if 
» » 
y + f (t,0) y = 0 is disconjugate on [0,L] then so must 
u + A f (t,0)u = 0 (by sturn Comparison Theorem). Since 
u |: 0 we arrive at a contradiction. 
The condition (ii) of Theorem (3.4.2) follows exactly 
as in the proof of (Gustafson and Schmitt [35] Theorem (3.1)], 
Hence the result. 
We now present some multiple fixed point theorems 
obtained by Williams and Legqett [81] which they applied to 
problems in chemical reactor theory. 
Denote by C(J\. ) real Banach space (with usual 
sup norm) of continuous real-valued functions on the compact 
n o» be the Banach space 
set \A ^  R . Let L (LrL)/(with the ess-sup norm) of almost 
everywhere bounded, real-valued Lebesgue measurable functions 
on Jh • For each positive number c, let 
<0,c> = ) x e C ( i / l - ) : 0 < x ( t ) < c , t e n I . 
and 
<0,c >^ * | x e L ( i / l ) : 0 i x ( t ) < c , a . e . a t tei/l\. 
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Throughout this point, T denotes a completely 
continuous operator from some set <0»^ >„, into C^{dl^) 
the set of nonnegative functions in C( tA ) (That is, T 
is continuous and map6<0,c> into a relatively compact 
subset of C^(cA )). 
Theorem 3,4.i. Suppose T is a completely continuous map 
of <0,c> into <0,c> and assume there exist numbers a 
and b and a nonempty closed set \/L. ^ CA- such that 
0 < a < b < c ... (3.4,3) 
lTx(t)-Tx(s)| < b-a if x £<0,c> and t,s£l/l, ... (3.4.4) 
Tx(t) > a (respectively,Tx(t) > a), t€ta , ... (3.4.5) 
whenever x £ < 0, c >^  and a <. x(s) <, b a.e. sG^, . 
Then there exists x6< 0,c> such that Tx « x and x(t) > a 
(respectively, x(t) 2 a) for each t 6 Q.• for 
proof of this Theorem please see Williams and Leggett [81] 
(Pafe (182-183)). 
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Thecrem 3.4«7» Suppose in addition to the hyjiotheses of 
Theorem (3.4.6) (with Tx(t) > a in (3.4.5)) that there 
eixsts d, 0 < d < a such that 
T : <0,d>^ ^ (xe.<0,d> : | l x | i < d { . . . (3.4.6) 
Then T has at least three fixed points in <0, c>. 
For proof of this Theorem see Williams and Leggett [81] 
(Page 183). 
Theorem 3.4.8. Suppose T : <0,b>^ > C^.(*^ ) is 
completely continuous, and suppose there exist numbers a 
and b and a nonempty closed subset \A. of JL such that 
0 < d < a < b; ... (3.4.7) 
|Tx(t)-Tx(s)| i b-a if x€<0,b> and t^sfica.... (3.4.8) 
Tx(t) >a,t£(n-^ if xe<0,b>^ and a ^  x(s) a.e. s ^^^ 
... (3.4.9) 
T : <0,d>^ > |xG<0,d> | || x || < d J ... (3.4.10) 
Tx assumes its maximum on (A if x€.<0,b> ... (3.4.11) 
2_ ' o« ' 
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Then T has at least two fixed points on <0,i> 
For proof please see (Williams and Leggett [81] 
(Page 184)). 
We now discuss some boundary value problems occuring 
in chemical reactor theory. 
f t t 
X (t) + ^  X (t) + f(x(t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1 ... (3.4.12) 
I 
x (0) = x(l) = 0 
where f is nonnegative and continuous. 
The solutionjof (3.4.12) with given boundary conditions 
are precisely the fixed points of the operator T on C[0, l] 
defined by 
1 
Tx(t) « / G(t,s) f(x(s))ds 
0 
where G is the Grean's function given by 
-s^n s), 0 < t < s < 1 
G(t,s) ^[ 
-s(in t), 0 < s < t < 1 
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Also T naps L ([0,lj) into C[0,l], and is 
continuous (by Lemma (1.5.7)). Therefore Theorem (3,4.6), 
Theorem (3.4.7) and Theorem (3.4.8) are applicable. 
Let t/L be a non-empty closed subset of [O,l] which is 
the solution to the max-min problem. 
min / -G(t,s)ds = max min / G(t,s)ds ... (3.4.13) 
t£*/2^ uu^ C/l.CJl t6JIo '^e 
This choice of t/L , satisfies the requirements on T 
in condition (3.4.5) of Theorem (3.4.6) and Theorem (3.4.7). 
For the boundry value problem (3.4.12) with boundary non-
decreasing nonlinearities like f(x) = pe , p > 0, 
t 2 0, this is the optimal choice forcA. . 
In this case the solution of (3.4.13) is 
-1/2 
Si^ * [0,e ], For fixed s,G(t,s) is a nonincreasing 
function t satisfying the following inequalities 
i ^ 1 
/ G(t,s)ds < / G(0,s)ds * J. 0 < t < 1; 
0 " 0 
-1/2 
e -1/2 , 
/G(t,s)ds2/ G(e ,s}ds«|^, t £ tQ ; 
UT. 
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/ G ( t , s ) d s 2 / G{e , s ) d s « | - 2 , t e ^ ; L 
and 
1 
/ i G ( t p s ) - G( t2 , s ) | d s 
0 
1 
< / |G(0,s) - G ( l , s ) | d s 
o 
7e ' t j _ , t2€ .va^ , 
These est imates, together with Theorem (3 .4 .7) , yield the 
following Theorem for the general continuous function f. 
Theorem 3 .4 .9 . Suppose there e x i s t s nonnegative numbers 
a , b , c , d and m such tha t 0 < d < a < b ^ c ; 
0 i m < f(x) < 4e(b-a) , 0 £ x < c; . . . (3.4.14) 
f(x) > 4e a - (e-2)m , a ^ x jC b; . . . (3.4.15) 
f(x) < 4d, 0 ^ X ^ d; . . . (3.4.16) 
f(x) < 4c, 0 < X < c . . . (3.4.17) 
Then the boundary value problem (3.4.12) has at l eas t th ree 
so lu t ions in <0,c>. 
6b 
Proof. Assume that conditions (3.4.14)-(3.>3.17) hold. 
If xe<0,c>^ and t_j^ ,t2^ :^ /1^ ; then 
1 
|Tx(t^)-Tx(t2)| < / |G(t^,s)-G(t2,s)l f(x(s))ds. 
0 
< ^ (4e) (b-a) = b-a 
Also, if x€< 0,c >^ and a < x(s) < b a.e. s ccn^ , 
then 
-1/2 
e 1 
(Tx){t) = / G(t,s)f(x{s))ds + ; G(t,s)f(x(s))ds 
o ^-1/2 
> ^ (4e a - (e-2)in) + % 2 i E « a^ t€c^^, 
Next, if X e <0»<l>o, » ^ ^«" 
i 1 
Tx{t) « / G(t,s) f(x(s))ds < i (4d) = d, 0 1 t < 1, 
0 
and if x^< 0,c >^ , then 
i , 
Tx(t) « / G(t,s) f(x(s))ds < J (4c) = e, 0 £ t ^  1. 
0 " ~ 
Therefore by Theorem (3.4.7), T has at least three fixed 
points in <0,c>. Hence the result. 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATIONS OF FIXED POINTS THEOREMS FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
4 .1 INTRODUCTION 
We intend to give some applications of fixed points 
theorems to obtain existence integral equations, we have a l ready 
shown in Chapter I I I that in most cases of the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
equations are transformed into an equivalent operator equat ions 
involving the in tegra l operators . For appl icat ions to nonl inear 
in t eg ra l equations refer Krasnoselskii [50] who has dea l t with 
t h i s work in d e t a i l in his book. For an exhaustive d i scuss ion 
on pos i t ive solut ions of operator equations see Krasnose lsk i i [51] 
and Amman [ 2 ] . 
In Section 4,2 we have collected some r e s u l t s from var ious 
sources which find application to solutions of nonlinear i n t e g r a l 
equat ions. 
Section 4.3 deals with some resu l t s which find appl ica t ions 
in the solut ion of nonlinear homogeneous in teg ra l equa t ions . 
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In the last Section 4.4 some of applications of the 
integral equations having nonzero solution have been included. 
4.2 APPLICATIONS TO NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Let I be an interval of the real axis and let X be the 
vector space of bounded, continuous and complex-valued functions 
on I. X is a complete metric space induced by the norm 
Ijxjl = sup jx(t)|. Let f : I X I X C — > C be a given function, 
tei 
assumed that function s — » f(t,s,x(s )) is integrable over I, 
while the function t > / f(t,s,x(s))ds is bounded and 
I 
continuous on I, choosing any element yeX define a map 
T : X >X as 
[T(x)}(t) = / f(t,s,x(s))ds + y(t) ... (4.2.1) 
I 
A fixed point of T is the solution xeX of the nonlinear 
integral equation 
x(t) = /f(t,s,x(s))ds + y(t) ... (4.2.2) 
I 
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n 
undei suitable conditions T or T (for suitable n) will be 
a contraction map on X. 
The existence of a unique solution in X will follow 
from the contraction mapping theorem or its Corollary. 
Example (4»2.1) Suppose f satisfies an inequality of the form 
|f(t,s,T]j^ ) - f(t,s,Ti2)| < F(t,s) Inx-Ti2l 
then for Xj^ , x.^X, we have 
llTx^ -Tx^ ll < k ||x^-X2l| 
where k = sup (/ F(t,s)ds) 
t &I I 
if k < 1, the operator T is a contraction map. 
Similarly the existence and uniqueness of a solution 
in X of the equation 
x{t) = \f f(t,s,x(s))ds+ y(t) 
for any given yeX is assured provided A is small enough 
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to make k i\ < I. 
Example 4,2.2, Let us consider the nonlinear integral equation 
t 
x(t)=N/ f(t,s,x(8)) 3ds-ty(t) ... (4.2.3) 
a 
where y is continuous on [a,b] and f{t,s,T)) is continuous 
in the region [a,b] x [a,b] x [a,b] and sa t i s f ies the 
Lipschitz condition 
|f(t,s,r)^) - f ( t , s , n 2 ) | - ** h i - ^ 2 ' 
Let X = C[a,b], and T : X —>X defined by 
t (Tx)(t) = / f ( t , s ,x(s ) )ds + y( t ) , xGX t e [a ,b] 
a 
Given x^,X2£X, we can prove by induction that 
j ( T \ ) ( t ) - ( T \ ) ( ^ ) | <h 1^1" w" II x^-X2l| ( t - a ) " , t e [ a , b ] 
then II T x^-T X2II < ^  I M " M" (b-a)" || x^-x^H . 
n 
This proves that a l l ^ and in part icular ?, are 
, n n n 
continuous, and for n sufficiently large, '=T- |/\| M (b-a) < ] 
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n 
T is contraction mapping for n large, Hence by 
Lemma (1.3.2) we have a unique x6X such that Tx = x, 
i.e. X is the required solution of the equation (4.2.3). 
Definition 4.2.3. Let f(t,s,x) be a function of three 
varaibles where s^tCLOv, x G R»(51 a measurable subset 
n 
of R , then the operator T defined as 
[Tx](t)=/ f(t,s,x(s))ds ...(4.2.4) 
is called Urysohn operator. 
We fet the following theorems which give sufficient conditions 
for the Urysohn operator T to be continuous and compact on 
P 
the space C and L , respectively. 
Theorem 4.2.4. Suppose that function 
f(t,s,x) (s,t6^a, xeR) 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(a) f(t,s,x) is continuous with respect to x for almost 
all t,s€Jland measurable with respect to t for all s&Ul., 
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X €R. 
(b) for every positive number o 
/ sup |f(t,s,x)|ds < 
li« / sup |f(t+h,s,x) - f(t,s,x)|ds « 0 
l|h||-^o |x|<a 
then the Urysohn operator T acts on C and is continuous 
and compact. 
For proof please see (Ladyzhenskii [53]). 
Theorem 4,2.5. Let the function f(s,t,x) (s,tGJl, x&R, 
n 
>Q a bounded closed subset of R ) be continuous with 
respect to x and satisfy the inequality 
p/q 
|f(s,"t,x)| < R(s,t) (a+b |x| ) V s,t£crL, xeR with 
p 
/ / |R(s,t)| ds dt < °*, a,b > 0 
then the Urysohn operator T is a compact and continuous 
operator on iP . 
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For proof please see (Krasnoselskii and Ladyzenskii 
[48]) . 
Consider the Urysoiin operator 
[Tx](t) = ; f ( t , s , z ( 8 ) ) d s . 
There are suitable criteria for the existence of Frechet 
derivative of the Urysohn operator and the positivity of the 
operator when it acts on the cone K of nonnegative functions 
in the space Jp (1 < p < «•), we assume that T is continuous 
as an operator acting in the space iP and it maps bounded 
subsets into compact subsets. 
Let the function 
f(t,s,Tj) = - f(t,s,n) 
approach uniformly with respect to t,s € v/1- to some function 
V(t,s) (t,s£</l.) as T) .>o», where the integral operator 
(Vx)(t) = / V(t,s) x(s)ds 
acts in a corresponding space. This operator V turns out 
to be a strong asymptotic derivative with respect to the cone 
K of the Uryshon operator. 
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4.3 EXISTENCE THEOREMS OF NONLINEAR HOMOGENEOUS INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS 
The following theorems, deals with the existence of 
nonnegative solution of nonlinear homogeneous integral 
operator involving Urysohn operator. 
Definition 4.3.1 A linear positive operator T is uniformly 
positive operator if || Tx|| 2 ^ |1 x || (x€K) where b > 0. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let a continuous linear operator T be 
uniformly positive and transforms bounded sets into compact 
sets. Then T has at least one positive characteristic 
or 
vec to r . 
Theorem 4 . 3 . 3 . Let the Urysohn operator T be defined and 
continuous on the cone K of nonnegative function of iP and 
maps bounded subsets in to compact subsets . Let the operator 
T have a strong asymptotic der ivat ive T («>•) with respect to 
a cone where [? ' (« ) x ] ( t ) « / V{t,s) x{s)ds. Also assume 
t h a t f ( t , s , i ) ) >0 ( t , s 6 c / l , n > 0)^ Then the nonl inear 
i n t e g r a l equation 
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x(t) « / f(t,s,x(s))ds 
</L-
has at least one nonnegative solution if the operator V 
has positive characteristic values greater than or equal 
to 1. 
Proof* The cone K is invariant under the mapping T, 
inview of the fact that f(t,s,i)) >. 0, it follows that 
V(t,s) is non-negative and the operator T («•) is a 
linear, positive, continuous and compact operator acting 
on IT then by Theorem (4.3.2) the operator T (••) has 
at least one positive characteristic vector, this implies 
that the operator V has positive characteristic values 
greater than or equal to 1, then x(t) « / f(t,s,x(s))ds 
has at least one non-negative solution. 
By Miller, Nohel and Wong [57] are proved the result 
for the following Volterra- Fredholm system 
t 
x(t) = f(t) + / k,(t,s) g(s,x(s))ds + / lu(t,s)h(s,x(s))ds 
... (4.3.1) 
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where x,f,g and h are vectors with n components and 
^^ and K, are nxn matrices, for simplicity we assume 
that all functions considered are continuous. 
Let |.| denote any appropriate matrix norm and 
let BC[0,o») be the collection of all bounded continuous 
functions from [0,<») into a finite dimensional Euclidean 
space with the " sup" norm defined by ||^ ||>= sup |<t^ (t)| 
t^O 
for (t)eBC[0,o.), for e > 0, let 
S(£ ) =[(() : (t)eBC[0,-), ||(p||<£| 
The main result is the following: 
Theorem 4.3»4» Let the following conditions hold 
t 
(i) sup / |k,(t,s)|ds <K, < 
t>0 0 " 
(ii) sup ; |K5(t,s)|ds < K < -. 
t>0 0 '^  2 
(iii) g(t,0)= h(t,0) = 0 
(iv) for each y^ > 0, there exists S > 0 such that 
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lg(t,x)-g(t,y)l < Yi lx-y| -. (4.3.2) 
^ ix|i |y| 1 ^ 1 ^^^ uniformly in t; 
(v) for each To > 0 there exists ^ 2 > ^  "^^ ^ ^^^^ 
|h(t,x) - h(t,y)| < Y2 l^ -^yl ••• (4-3.3) 
^ h l» |y| < £^2 "^^ ^ uniformly in t ; and 
(vi) for a l l t 
/ |k2(t ,s) - t ( t+h,s) |ds — ^ 0 as |hl —>0 
0 
then there exists a positive number ^^  > 0 such that to 
o 
any t ^ ( 0 , e ), there corresponds a ^ > 0 such that 
for II f li <'S^ there exists a unique solutions (j) of 
(4.3.1) on 0 1 t < - satisfying i| ^\\< e „ 
The proof of the theorem is based upon the following 
fixed point theorem of Krasnoselskii [49]. 
Theorem 4.3.5. Let S be a bounded, closed, convex subset 
of a Banach space X^ ^ ^p^ let.^ A and B be operators satisfying 
;\/ r\cC No, "^  A 
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let Ti 
^ 2 K 
(a) Ax + By 6 S whenever x,yeS; 
(b) A is contraction in S. 
(c) B is completely continuous on S; 
Then the equation Ax+Bx * x has a solution in S. 
Now Proof of Theorem (4.3.4). Fix Yg '^  ^  ^^^^ ^^ *^ 
Y2 Kg < 1, by (iii) and (v) choose ^ g > ^ such that for 
[xl £ ^ 2 ^^ ^^^® |h(t,x)| £ Y2 I'^l uniformly in t, 
(l-Yo ^ ) <r , V 
=—» and choose o > 0 such that (4,3.3) 
1 
holds for all jxj, {y| 1^4 uniformly in t. Let 
e ss oin (Sj^iSg)' define operators A and B on S( c ) 
as follows: 
t 
A(t)(t) - f(t) + / k,(t,s) g(s,x(s))ds 
0 
so 
B(t)(t) = / ICj^t'S) h(s,x(s))ds. 
0 
For e S ( 0 , EQ] we first show that there exists ^ > 0 
such that Ax + ByeS(e ) for all x,y€S(e ) provided that 
II f Ili'Sj. Note that for all t ^ 0 we have 
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IS 
Ax(t)+By(t)| < |f(t)| + Yi Ihli/ |k:3,(t.s)|ds + 
o 
Y2 M T |k2(*»s)lds. 
0 
i'^j.i-i e/2) (1 - Y2K2) + e y ^ < ^ 
provided that S < (1 - Y2'^) (f)» "sing (4.3.2) it 
easy to show that A is contraction on S(e ), similarly (ii) 
and (vi) together insure that the operator B is completely 
continuous (please see an example of P.19 of Karasnoselskii 
[so]). As a Theorem (4.3,5), we conclude that equation 
(4.3.1) has a solution in S(e ). 
To show uniqueness of solution in S( e ), let x(t) 
and y(t) be two solutions of (4.3.1) and let w(t) be 
their difference, using (4.3,2) and (4.3.3) we can estimate 
as follows: 
t 
\^it)\ < Yi / \\it,s)\ |w(s)| ds + Y 2 / il^2^t,s)||v(s)|ds. 
0 0 
< Yi l^ill*'||+ Y2K2IIWII 
« ^ (1 + Y2K2) i|w||. 
Taking the supremum over all t in the above estimate 
we obtain the contradiction 
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i|w|l<5 (i + Y2K2) llwll < tlvll 
Hence j|wl| « 0, proving a uniqueness. 
Remark. In equation (4.3.1) instead of f(t) we can take 
f(t,x(t)). Then the proof will go through with the following 
assumption in addition to a few modified conditions: 
For each ^ > 0, there exists a ^ such that 
f(t,x(t))-f(t,y(t))| <\i |x(t)-y(t) 
for all |x|,|y| ^  % and uniformly in t, 
Theorem 4.3.4 consider the integral equation 
t 
x(t) = f(t,x(t)) + / k,(t,x)g(s,x(s))ds + / k2(t,s)h(s,x(s) )ds, 
o o 
... (4.3.4) 
Let S and T be operators from BC[0,o*) in to i t s e l f as 
defined below: 
t 
Sx(t) . / k j ( t , s ) x ( s ) d s and Tx(t) = / k ( t , s ) x ( s ) d s . 
0 0 ^ 
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Let the followinf conditions hold: 
(i) |f(t.x(t)) - g{t,y(t))| < n |x(t)-y(t)j for all 
x(t),y(t)eBj.. 
(ii) |h(t,x(t))-h(t,y(t))| < Y2 |x(t)-y(t)|i for all x(t),y(t) 
^^r 
(iii) |f(t,x{t))-f(t,y(t)) < r lx(t)-y(t)| for all x(t),y(t) 
€B^ . 
(iv) k.(t,s) and k:^ (t,s) are such that S and T are 
continuous operators from BC[0,<») into itself. 
Then there exists a unicfue solution of (4,3.4) provided 
Kj^ Yi + K2T2 + r < 1 and 
|f(t,s(t))| +Kjg(t,0)| +K2|h(t,0)| < r(l-Y^K^-Y2K2) 
where K, and K^ are norms of S and T, respectively. 
define 
Proof. Let us/operators U and V from Br into BC[0,o«) 
as follows 
t 
Ux(t) « f(t,x(t)) + / k^(t,s) g(s,x(s))ds and 
o 
Vx(t)=/ k (t,s) h(s,x(s))ds, t > 0. 
0 
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CB[0,O«) is a Banach space, we show that (U+V) maps Br 
into itself and is a contraction. 
KUx)(t)-Vx(t)| < |f{t,x(t)| +Kjg(t.x{t))| + K2|h(t,x(t))| 
... (4.3.5) 
But we have: 
|§(t,x(t))| < |g(t,x(t)| - g(t,0)l + |g(t,0)| 
< Yi |x(t)|+|g(t,0)| ... (4.3.4) 
Similarly 
|h(t,x(t))| < Y2 |x{t)| + |h(t,0)| ... (4.3.7) 
Substitute (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) in (4,3.5) we have 
(Ux)(t) + (Vx)(t)| < |f(t,x(t))l + Yi^^ |x(t)| + Kj_lg(t,0)| 
+ Y2K2 |x(t)| + K2 lh(t,0)|. 
Since by assumption 
f(t,x(t))| + Kjg(t,0)| + K2|h(t,0)| < rd-y^Kj^ - y^2^ 
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then we have 
l(Ux)(t)+(Vx)(t)j < r(l-TiV^2S^ * ^ l^ l"" ^ ' S V = ''• 
Thus (Ux)(t) + (Vx)(t)6Br. Also 
|(Ux)(t) + (Vx)(t) - (Uy)(t) - (Vy){t)| 
< rlx(t)-Y(t)| + YiKi|x(t)-y(t)l + YJ^J |x(t)-y(t)i 
= (r + YiK^ + Y2K2) |x(t).y(t)| 
Since (r+y^ Kj^  + Y2J*^ 2^  ^ ^' ^^ ^^^® *^^* ^"^^ ^^ ^ 
contraction on Br, therefore by Banach's contraction theorem; 
there exists a unique solutions of (4.3.4). 
4o4 APPLICATIONS OF THE EXISTENCE OF NONZERO SOLUTIONS OF 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
We now discuss two applications given by Galica and 
Smith [31] involving the existence of nonzero solutions of 
integral equations. The following nonlinear integral equation 
modelling a single species population growth proposed by 
Swick [77] 
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L 
x(t) = / P^' ") h(t,x{t-L-T +s))ds ... (4.4.1) 
o 
The assumptions made on functions appearing in (4.4.1) are 
the following: 
(i) L > 0, L >,f >. 0 (In Swick's model L is the maximum 
life time of an individual and T is the delay between 
conception and birth). 
+ 
(ii) h : RxR is continuous, h(t,0) = 0 and h(t,x) > 0 
for X > 0. 
(iii) K ; [0,L] — > (O,-) is continuous, 
+ 
(iv) h(t+w,x) = h(t,x) for all (t,x)€RxR for some 
positive number v. 
(v) there exists a positive number r such that 
h(t,x) i p- for 0 1 X ^  r and 0 £ t ^  * where 
o 
L 
PQ = / K(u)du. 
o 
(vi) Either (a) there exists R > 0 such that 
h(t,x) < |- for (t,x)G[0,w] x [0,R] or 
0 
(b) lim ililxid « 0 uniformly in t. 
X—•o. 
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Theorem 4.4.1« Let T : K — > K be a compact continuous 
operator and suppose that T satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) there exist r > 0 and a compact continuous operator 
B : |x€K : ||x|| « r j — > K 
such that inf liBx|| > 0 and the equation | |x| |«r 
y = Ty +/\By, 0 < ^< -
has no solution of norm r in K. 
(2 ) There exists R > r such that the equation 
z = X Tz , 0 < ^  < ~ 
has no solution of norm R« 
Then T has fixed point x^ in K with i < || x || 1 R. 
Theorem 4.4»2. Assuming (i) to (vi) hold, then (4.4,1) has 
a positive (u periodic solution defined on R, 
Proof. Let X be the Banach space of w-periodic continuous 
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function with norm: ||xl| « sup |x(t)|, let K be the cone 
oa<¥ 
of nonne^ative functions in X. Define the map T on K by 
L 
(Tx)(t) « / P(L-s)h(t,x(t-L-T +s)ds. 
o 
Clearly T is continuous. Now we will show that condition 
(l) and (2 ) of Theorem (4.4,1) are satisfied and hence the 
assertion of the Theorem follows by Theorem (4,4.1), we show 
further that the solution is positive. 
For condition (1) of Theorem (4.4,1), let r be the 
positive number given in (v) and let 
B =|x6K : ||x|| = r I >K 
be given by (Bx)(t) = 1 for all t €: R, we must show that 
y = Ty+^By 0 < ^ < c . 
has no solution yeK with |i y || = r, if y were such a 
solution corresponding to some positive A then 
y(t) s / p(L-s) h(t,y(t-Ut+s))ds + A . 
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Then by (v) we have 
0 ^0 16 R 
This a contradiction as /\ > 0. 
To show that condition ( 2 ) of theorem (4.4.1) holds. Let 
R fee as a given in (vi) (a), suppose a £K with ||B|| = R 
and z satisfies 1^ = n z for some positive A then by 
(vi)(a) we have 
L L „ 
A 2(t) = / K(L-s) h(t,x(t-L-T+s))ds < / K(L-s) ^  ds 1 R 
0 0 0 
for some tGR, z(t) = R, so A < 1, therefore proving 
condition ( 2 ) of theorem (4.4.1) hence this gives a nonzero 
fixed point of T. To show that x(t) > 0 for t G R , 
assume that x(t^) = 0 for some t^^ R. 
0 0 
t 
Then / K(Us) h(tQ, x(t -L-T+s))ds = 0. By (ii) and 
o 
(iii), 
x(t) = 0 for te [t^-L-T.t^- t]. As L ^ T , 
t - L€.[tQ-L-a , t - T ] , we have x(t -L) = 0. 
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This implies that x(t) = 0 for tG[tQ-2UT ttp-L-T ], 
as before..Sontinuing this way it can be shown that x(t) = 0 
for t ^  t - T, Then by periodicity we get x(t) « o a 
contradiction. Hence the result. 
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